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ABSTRACT

Mature markets, a new status landscape, and the change of values have led to a new way of luxury especially in industrialised, Western democracies like Europe, Japan, and the USA. More and more people in these mature societies are searching for a more sophisticated, more private, less material, and more value driven way of luxury than status cars convey. On the contrary emerging countries are showing rather ostentatious luxury consumption behaviour and developing their own luxury concepts.

Apart from that the sustainability trend, new power-train technologies, new mobility concepts, and a new way of communication in the web 2.0 age are challenging the traditional positioning of automotive premium brands. Except for the energy sector no other industry consequently seems to be changing at the pace of the automotive and the luxury industry today.

In view of the aforementioned amount and extent of changes analysing the change of luxury and implications thereof for the premium car manufacturers is an unsolved question and more up-to-date than ever before.

To clarify this question this paper presents a research study based on the approach of grounded theory. For this interdisciplinary study a literature review and a qualitative expert interview poll with 34 experts from 9 different countries and 8 different industries as well as science were performed. In addition in order to test the academic and the expert perspective three focus groups with young trendsetters between 25 and 35 were conducted.

The results this paper presents support a paradigm change in luxury consumption and the understanding and usage of premium automobiles. Based on the findings conjectures regarding the change of luxury, the future of automotive luxury, and future success factors for automotive premium brands in this context are introduced.
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1 | Introduction and Objectives

Especially mature, industrialised, Western democracies like Europe, Japan, and the USA show signs towards a more immaterial and more value driven way of luxury (cf. American Express, 2006; Enzensberger, 1996; Kapferer and Bastien, 2009; Merten, 2009; Opaschowski, 2008; Opaschowski, 2009). In contrary emerging countries are showing rather ostentatious luxury consumption behaviour and developing their own luxury concepts (Grzanna, 2010a; Grzanna, 2010b). So the objective of this paper is to clarify if these developments will go on and how automotive luxury will develop in the future.

Apart from that there are a number of further trends currently reshaping the automotive industry: The sustainability trend (American Express, 2006; Ernst & Young, 2010; Lubin and Esty, 2010; Otto (GmbH & Co KG), 2011), new power-train technologies (Herz, 2010), new mobility concepts (Rees, 2010), and digital communication (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009; Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2010). To find a sustainable new understanding of automotive luxury the role of the automobile consequently has to be rethought in this changing value and technology environment. This paper discusses the major future success factors for automotive premium brands in this context.

2 | Research Question

Based on the described research problem the main research question is: How should automotive premium brands be positioned and how should they operate in terms of their marketing in the years 2015 – 2030 due to the changed perception of luxury?

3 | Literature Review

The literature review led to the following summary of the current state of knowledge:

The cornerstone of luxury research (Bruhn, Kirchgeorg and Meier, 2007) was laid by Thorstein Veblen’s book “The Theory of the Leisure Class” of 1899 (Veblen, 2007), in which he presented a critical testimonial of the still clearly status driven luxury concept of his time.

From a semantic view the term “luxury” etymologically originates from the Latin word “luxus” meaning “luxury, excess” (Merriam-Webster, 2012). In general, the term luxury stands for:

“1archaic: lechery, lust
2: a condition of abundance or great ease and comfort [...] 
3 a: something adding to pleasure or comfort but not absolutely necessary [...] b: an indulgence in something that provides pleasure, satisfaction, or ease [...]” (Merriam-Webster, 2012)

So its definition contains both positive and negative connotations.

Luxury is always associated with something which is “not absolutely necessary”, i.e. more than someone needs. What someone actually needs is very subjective and changes over time depending on cultural, societal, and social standards, the level of income, consumption habits, changing social-ethical standards of a society or era (Esch, 2009; Kapferer and Bastien, 2009; Merten, 2009) and one’s personal value system (Merten, 2009). Based on Maslow’s well-known “hierarchy of needs” (Kotler and Keller, 2006) the idea about different phases of luxury (see e.g. Merten, 2009) is prevalent, in which a human being’s understanding of luxury develops from acquisitive luxury behaviour to a finally immaterial understanding. However, as will be presented in the following, the findings of this study suggest that reality is not as linear as this model proclaims.
Due to this **relativity and individuality** there is no such thing as one ultimate definition of luxury.

Further major basic and enduring characteristic of luxury are **exclusivity and desirableness** (Berry 1994, Ricca 2012).

**From a historic-societal perspective** luxury has always fought moral criticism (see e.g. Berry, 1994; Enzensberger, 1996; Roos, 2009). This is also the reason why especially in times of economic downturns and under the impression of environmental crisis (cf. Lubin and Daniel 2010; Ernst & Young 2010) in particular a product as public as a luxury or premium automobile has to face a social acceptance discussion. Nevertheless, luxury was also always regarded as a **driver of refinement and societal wealth** (see e.g. Berry, 1994; Kapferer and Bastien, 2009; Meyer, 2003). Today, it has lost much of its function as a social marker (Kapferer and Bastien, 2009).

**The global luxury market** is booming since the 1990s (Truong et al., 2008). And this is expected to continue. (Ernst & Young, 2010; Sandmaier, 2010). The probably most significant luxury trend today is the **democratisation of luxury** (Silverstein and Fiske, 2008). Today historical social stratification has dissolved. Kapferer and Bastien (2009) therefore hypothesise that today any individual can - within his or her purchasing power - freely choose luxury goods for creating one’s personal image of his or her status and social stratification. Moreover, luxury is also **diversifying** and mixed with mass products (Silverstein and Fiske, 2008; Merten, 2009).

So luxury is assessed more positively and dealt with more democratically today than ever before.

As a consequence the **consumption habits** of today’s luxury customers are becoming increasingly **hybrid** (Silverstein and Fiske, 2008; Merten, 2009).

At last, there are **cultural differences** in luxury consumption, too. While European customers tend to pay a lot of attention to tradition and details, U.S. customers rather associate luxury with comfort and size. (Rosengarten and Stürmer, 2005; Adam, 2010a) Moreover, it is generally accepted among philosophers, social researchers, but also many economists that the value orientation is increasing and that immaterial luxury values will become more important in relation to material luxury in mature markets in the future (Enzensberger 1996; American Express 2006; Kapferer 2008; Opaschowski 2008; Opaschowski 2009; Roos 15/10/2009; Kotler 2010; Phönix 02.01.2013). In contrast **emerging markets** show tendencies to a more demonstrative way of luxury. (Grzanna, 2010a; Grzanna, 2010b).

Consequently globally operating automotive premium manufacturers are facing the **unprecedentedly complex challenge** of catering to ever more **hybrid customer demands** and to **different cultural preferences**, which currently seem to develop into opposite directions.

Regarding the classification of premium brands for instance Esch (2009) described a **brand pyramid** according to Jean-Noël Kapferer. Thereby premium products are below luxury brands but above mass products (Esch, 2009). Diez (2006) and Rosengarten & Stürmer (2005) agreed in defining not only **Mercedes-Benz**, **BMW**, and **Audi**, but also **Porsche** as the major European automotive premium brands. However, the **luxury and premium segment in some models overlap** (Rosengarten and Stürmer, 2005).

Looking at the traditional role of luxury and premium automobiles as status symbol there are indicators that the automobile might have lost its **power as a status symbol** today (cf. Ebel, Hofer and Al Sibai, 2004; Bratzel, 2010), which is another major question to be discussed in the following.

### 4 | Conceptual Framework and Major Conjectures

Based on the literature review the following theoretical conjectures were derived:

1. The luxury and the premium car market are **booming** and holding enormous potentials.
2. A consistent **diversification and democratisation** of luxury is taking place.
3. Luxury concepts are highly **individual** and **relative** and **change over time**.
4. Luxury in a long-term perspective is **more democratised and accepted** than ever before.
5. Luxury is less ruled by income or status than by **value milieus and lifestyles** today.

6. A general **paradigm change in mature markets** towards a more immaterial, and sustainable luxury is noticeable, while emerging markets still tend to ostentation.

7. However there are also **enduring principles of luxury** like the relativity and individuality of luxury, the pursuit of exclusivity and differentiation, and the desirability of luxury.

→ **Major Conjecture:** Luxury and premium manufacturers must better respond to the new consumer demand for spiritual enrichment in mature markets, while they must keep a status and performance driven marketing in emerging markets.

5 | Research Methodology

The presented research study is based on the principles of **grounded theory** (cf. Glaser and Strauss, 2007; Remenyi et al., 2010). Its research methodology followed **three steps**:

1. Research step 1 was an interdisciplinary **literature review** on luxury covering the semantic, the economic, the psychological, the historic-societal, and the philosophical perspective. The three strategies for the literature review were a free search for basic works according to relevant key words, a systematic review of relevant academic papers published over the past years, and a review of any further relevant current literature the researcher came across.

2. Research step 2 were 34 structured, qualitative **expert interviews** in 9 countries (i.e. Germany, UK, France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, USA, China, Singapore) and 8 industries (i.e. aircrafts, automobiles, consulting, fashion, hotels, jewellery, publishing, watches) as well as science (e.g. Prof.Dr. Willi Diez, Prof.Dr. Volker Trommsdorff). Thereby the criteria for the classification as an expert were academic degree, expert knowledge about the luxury and premium business, a minimum of 10 years of relevant experience.

3. Research step 3 were **3 focus groups** (with 35 and 2x 10 participants) with young trendsetters between 25 and 35 with the economic potential to become the next generation of premium car buyers. Thereby the participants were classified as trendsetters since they showed all major characteristics of the ‘postmodern segment’ and the ‘progressive modern mainstream segment’ as defined by the customer segmentation model SIGMA Milieus®, which are known for their early adoption of societal trends.

**Based on the findings but also the gaps** between the academic, the expert, and the consumer perspective **conjectures** regarding the change of luxury, the future of automotive luxury, and **future success factors** for automotive premium brands in this context were developed.

6 | Findings and Discussion

The research led to the following major results:

**Finding no. 1:** The expert interviews identified **three trends in contemporary luxury in mature, industrialised markets**:

1. The endurance and reinforcement of classic luxury values like exclusivity, quality, design, authenticity, heritage, craftsmanship, innovation, and connoisseurship

2. The pronunciation of the modern values self-expression, individuality, and co-creation

3. The emergence of the new luxury values immaterial luxury, sustainability, social responsibility, and experience orientation
While many of the above mentioned luxury values had individually been described before, the expert interviews led to the above scientifically grounded categorisation, which is new in the context of the automobile.

**Finding no. 2:** With regards to **emerging markets** both the literature review and the expert interviews confirmed a general preference for rather conspicuous luxury consumption and status vehicles. However, although certainly not in the mass some of the interviewed experts had also observed a turn towards more value driven luxury concepts among certain urban sub-milieus of the upper societal segments in emerging countries as well.

**Finding no. 3:** Both the experts and the focus groups identified **time, experiences, and quality of life** as the most important immaterial luxuries in mature industrialised markets, followed by e.g. silence, privacy, and purity.

These rather immaterial luxury values had traditionally not been much emphasised in the automotive industry. The consequent question for automotive premium manufacturers will be: How to convey these immaterial values in a product which had traditionally rather pronounced its material characteristics, its status, and its performance?

**Finding no. 4:** Strikingly the focus groups showed how well reflected **younger generations** in mature, industrialised markets already are and **how pronounced** the above mentioned **new luxury values** are especially in these younger segments, who will become the next generation of potential premium car buyers. The comparison of the findings from the expert interviews and from the focus groups detected that there exists insecurity and lacking insight among the experts with regards to the understanding of luxury and also environmental consciousness among younger target groups.

**Finding no. 5:** Despite contrary public opinions based on studies like e.g. “Youth and Automobiles” by Prof.Dr. Bratzel (Bratzel, 2010), **cars are still status symbols** – however, their power as status symbols has decreased in wealthy, mature markets due to the increased accessibility of cars, the competition with other status symbols and other purchase factors of similar influence today. As Prof.Dr. Willi Diez put it: “In summary this means that the car is losing significance as a status symbol, but it is winning significance as a lifestyle object.”

### 7 | Conclusions

To conclude the following can be said: Luxury is and has always been changing. What is **new** is the **increased rapidity, diversification, and democratisation of luxury** in the globalised, connected world of today. Furthermore, luxury in mature, Western democracies with a tendency towards less demonstrative luxury seems to develop in an **opposite direction** from emerging markets with their still high tendency towards demonstrative luxury.

These changes come together with further societal changes like the relativisation of social structures, as well as the trend towards multi-variant mobility concepts and sustainability. They are leading to a **paradigm change in the concept of luxury and the role of the automobile** especially in mature, industrialized markets and are representing a probably **unprecedented complexity in the global automotive premium business**.

The high relevance of the above identified “**new luxury values**” already among younger target groups suggests that their significance is likely to even **gain rapidly in the coming 10 – 15 years**. The partially controversy expert opinions on the significance about luxury among younger target groups also proofed the **insecurity and insufficient insight of the experts into the attitude of younger target groups**. This is an area the automotive premium manufacturers should therefore put a higher focus on and invest into further research.
8 | Limitations and Demand for Further Research

Since the presented research was of qualitative nature and the sample size of the expert interviews and the three focus groups compared to representative studies rather small, none of the research methods chosen lead to statistically representative data. However, they generated well-grounded theories and qualitative consumer insights about the future of the premium car business (cf. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2009; Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 2002).

The majority of the research was conducted in Europe. Therefore, the results of the study can only partially be generalized to countries outside of Europe. However, the comparison of Europe with global market figures and expert interviews with researchers and managers operating also outside of Europe gave insight into the major differences in luxury consumption and premium car buying behaviour between European and other societies like e.g. the USA and China. In addition the high similarities in luxury consumption behaviour found between Western, mature vs. emerging markets suggest that major findings about e.g. a Western, mature market like Europe can to a major extent also be applied to other Western, industrialised nations such as the USA.

The presented findings suggest a number of fields for further research. If luxury further diversifies and democratises then current luxury and customer segmentation models are far too linear and one-dimensional to describe future luxury. An interesting question to further investigate will also be: What comes after Maslow? What’s the next step after the top? Or will it be a return to former luxury ideas? Another question which asks for further research based on finding no. 2 (see above) is: How likely are emerging markets to eventually follow the trend towards immaterial luxury and in which probable time horizon? Since there were conflicting expert opinions on the luxury concepts of younger target groups (i.e. at the age of 25 – 35 years) further research in this area is also required.

9 | Managerial Implication

The managerial implications of the findings are the following: If automotive luxury becomes less material then the concept of the automobile must be redefined in a less material way based on its new role as a mobile lifestyle object. This means automotive premium manufacturers need to adapt the positioning of their brands and products to the described new way of contemporary luxury.

In summary the future success factors in this context identified during the study are a consequent orientation to the consumer needs, a more comprehensive positioning e.g. as a mobility service brand, a consequently holistic approach to sustainability covering not only new technologies but also traffic management or ethical business processes, a changed way of communication addressing the identified, dominant motives of contemporary luxury in mature Western democracies like immaterial luxury, sustainability, individuality, lifestyle, experiences, and moderate, intelligent status concepts, the positioning of new models as lifestyle rather than status symbols, a review of the retail network with a significant improvement regarding the experience and service orientation, the willingness to learn from modern, faster moving industries like the communication technology, the Internet trade, the luxury travel or the service industry, a further intelligent, manageable portfolio diversification satisfying the demands of different value segments or different international markets, and at the same time an enhancement of the original DNA of the brand and more limited editions as exclusive offers to the top segments.

The big challenge for the automotive premium brands is to adapt while neither compromising their authenticity nor stretching their brands too far or losing sight of their profitability targets.
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